Designed for use with the Molnar M245 ‘Universal’ Two Post Hoist, these lifting aids improve workshop efficiency and safety.

### ACCESSORIES

#### Standard Pick Up Pad

- **Product Code:** 901103031
- **Description:** Standard Rubber Pick Up Pad. Easily bolts on to replace Pick Up Pads on M245 hoists.
- **Dimensions:**
  - Diameter: 125 mm
  - Pad Height: 16 mm

#### Heavy Duty Pick-Up Pad

- **Product Code:** 25A17011
- **Description:** Heavy Duty Rubber Pick Up Pad is larger and thicker making it more durable and longer lasting. Easily bolts on to replace Pick Up Pads on M245 hoists.
- **Dimensions:**
  - Diameter: 140 mm
  - Pad Height: 31 mm

#### Pad Extension 33mm

- **Product Code:** 25A17003
- **Description:** Intermediate 33mm pad extension and small pad diameter lifting solution for uncommon lift points. For use on Standard Pick Up Pad 901103031.
- **Dimensions:**
  - Diameter: 100 mm
  - Pad Height: 33 mm

#### Pad Extension 45mm

- **Product Code:** 25A17004
- **Description:** Higher 45mm pad extension and small pad diameter lifting solution for uncommon lift points. For use on Standard Pick Up Pad 901103031.
- **Dimensions:**
  - Diameter: 100 mm
  - Pad Height: 45 mm

#### Arm Pad

- **Product Code:** 25A17010
- **Description:** Developed for use on vehicles which are both wide and short. The bracket holds the Standard Pick Up Pad on the telescoping section of the Standard M245 Arms allowing the pick up point to be further out.
- **Dimensions:**
  - Diameter: 125 mm
  - Pad Height: 26 mm

#### Pick Up Pad Extension

- **Product Code:** 25A21027
- **Description:** Additional Pad Height Extensions can be easily stacked to make the total maximum combined extension height of 180 mm.
- **Dimensions:**
  - Extension Height: 90 mm
Retrofit kit for a 440 mm Height Extension of M245 hoists. Enables lifting higher vehicles such as large vans and 4WDs with roof racks. Authorised installation is required.

Retrofit kit for 250 mm Width Extension of M245 hoists. Increase drive through width for large vehicles such as 4WDs and light commercials. Authorised installation is required.

The M245 Low Arms were designed to provide the lowest practical pick-up height for sill panel lifting performance and sports vehicles. A simple retrofit to your existing M245.

M245 Power Pack with 240 volt, single phase motor for conversion of standard M245 with 3 Phase Power Pack. Authorised electrical installation is required.


Safe and efficient heavy duty accessory to hold wheels removed while servicing vehicles on M245 hoist. Swings away when not in use. Sold as a set of 4 (2 fronts + 2 rears)

As the policy of Molnar Hoists is one of continuous improvement, the manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

For more information, please contact us or your local Representative.
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